
   SEVEN SEAS

Amazing Agent Luna
Story by Nunzio DeFilippis & Christina Weir
Art by Shiei

“An addictive storyline with some truly amazing artwork.”
 —NEO

 

Amazing Agent Luna is the story of Luna, the perfect secret 
agent. A girl grown in a lab from the finest genetic material, 

she has been trained since her birth fifteen years ago to be the 
U.S. government’s ultimate espionage weapon. But now she is 
given an assignment that will test her abilities to the utmost—high 
school. 

In order to uncover an evil plot, the government sends Luna to a 
prominent high school to pose as a student. Luna’s training has 
left her completely unprepared to handle the stresses and strains 
of ordinary teenage relationships—making friends, creating rivals, 
and having her first big crush on bad boy Jonah, the son of her 
arch-nemesis, Count Von Brucken! Making matters worse, Luna’s 
fake father is the overly warm-and-fuzzy Dr. Andy and her so-
called mother is the always businesslike, unemotional “Control.”

“An altogether entertaining read.” —NEWTYPE USA

Nunzio DeFilippis & Christina Weir are a husband and wife       
writing team who have worked in television for such series as 
HBO’s Arli$$. They have worked in the American comic book 
industry on New Mutants and New X-Men. They live in Southern 
California.

Shiei is the artist for Aoi House. She is the most prolific Original 
English Language manga artist in the US, having completed 4 
volumes of Aoi House and 5 volumes of Amazing Agent Luna so 
far. Shiei resides in Southern California.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 5 Volumes, complete

VOLUMES: 
Amazing Agent Luna Vol. 1•	
Amazing Agent Luna Vol. 2•	
Amazing Agent Luna Vol. 3•	
Amazing Agent Luna Vol. 4•	
Amazing Agent Luna Vol. 5•	

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/aal.php

Volume 2 Volume 3 Volume 4 Volume 5



   SEVEN SEAS

Aoi House
Story by Adam Arnold
Art by Shiei

Picked as the #3 best manga of the year by IGN.com!

Before it was released in bookstores to critical acclaim, Aoi House 
first launched as a web-manga in 2005 on Seven Seas’ website 
and quickly became one of the nets most popular webcomics. 
From 2006-2007, Aoi House gag strips were serialized in the 
popular anime magazine Newtype USA, and the heavily-
downloaded flash animation Aoi House music video was also 
included on one of the magazine’s pack-in DVDs.

Alex and Sandy were two normal guys just trying to 
get through college. That is, until their troublemaking              

hamster, Echiboo, gets them thrown out of their dorm rooms. 
With nowhere else to turn, the boys move into an anime 
clubhouse with five crazed yaoi fangirls calling all the shots! 

Elle’s obsessively high-strung, Nina’s too laid back for her own 
good, Jessica’s a total tease, Maria’s a shy and reserved      
bookworm, and Morgan’s just plain bonkers! Toss ‘em all together 
and you’ve got a harem comedy that’s truly like none other!

“An otaku love fest!”            —ANIMEONDVD.COM

“One of the handful of US-original manga titles that gets it right.”  
              —NEWTYPE USA

Adam Arnold founded the fandom-related webzine Animefringe. 
com. He is currently Senior Editor of Seven Seas and resides in 
Georgia.  

Shiei is the artist for Amazing Agent Luna. She is the most prolific 
Original English Language manga artist in the US, having 
completed 4 volumes of Aoi House and 5 volumes of Amazing 
Agent Luna so far. Shiei resides in Southern California.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 200 pages
Series Length: 4 Volumes, complete

VOLUMES: 
(1) Aoi House Vol. 1•	
(2) Aoi House Vol. 2•	
(3) Aoi House In Love! Vol. 1•	
(4) Aoi House In Love! Vol. 2•	

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/aoi.php

Volume 2 Volume 3 Volume 4

Aoi House Flash Animation Music Video:
gomanga.com/flashanime/index_aoi.php



   SEVEN SEAS

Arkham Woods
Story by Christopher Rowley
Art by Jhomar Soriano

From the author of the classic Sci-Fi novel Starhammer comes 
a new tale of Lovecraftian horror!

Kirsti Rivers is a Los Angeles girl suddenly transplanted to the 
small New England town of Arkham Woods. Kirsti and her 

mother, Victoria, are tasked with clearing out and selling the 
old house left to them by Silas Scadmore, Victoria’s recently           
deceased eccentric uncle. In the basement of the house, Kirsti 
and her friends unwittingly unleash an ancient evil that could 
spell the end of the world—unless Kirsti can find a way to stop it!

Arkham Woods is an original stand alone manga tale of             
supernatural horror that draws on the Cthulhu mythos of H. P. 
Lovecraft.

Christopher Rowley is a prolific science fiction and fantasy writer, 
author of Bazil Broketail and Starhammer, which has been cited 
as an important literary influence in the creation of Halo by 
Bungie Studios. Christopher lives in Hudson Valley, New York.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 224 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume, self-contained

VOLUMES: 
Arkham Woods•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/arkhamwoods.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Avalon: Web of Magic
Rachel Roberts

Welcome to a world where magic is real and friendship is 
everything!

Avalon: Web of Magic is a sweeping series of beautifully-             
illustrated, young adult fantasy novels published by Seven Seas 
Entertainment and distributed through Tor Books. Written by 
Rachel Roberts, the series features a magical and adventurous 
storyline, with positive messages for young people ages 8-12.        
The twelve-book series supports a continuing story arc starring 
three teenage girls and their animal friends, that centers on 
themes of friendship, triumph over adversity and love for nature. 
Each book features manga-styled artwork with approximately 
one illustration per chapter, as well as pin-ups, maps, and a 
bestiary of creature designs.

Three very different young teens—Emily, the shy one; Adriane, 
the outsider; and Kara, the power shopper—are all drawn to a 

secret place deep in the woods where they discover a portal to 
another world. Wondrous animals have emerged from the portal, 
desperately seeking the magic that will keep them alive. Though 
the animals are peaceful and good, what follows them through 
the portal is twisted and evil and bent on destroying them all.

Rachel Roberts is the author of Avalon: Web of Magic. She lives 
in Southern California and is currently working on her new fiction 
series Beast Riders Academy.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Young Adult (ages 8-12)
Format:  Juvenille Fiction Novel Series,
                B&W illustrations throughout
Trim Size: 5.25” x 7.625”
Page Count: 216 ~ 272 pages
Series Length: 12 Volumes 

VOLUMES: 
(Book 1) Circles in the Stream•	
(Book 2) All That Glitters•	
(Book 3) Cry of the Wolf•	
(Book 4) Secret of the Unicorn•	
(Book 5) Spellsinger•	
(Book 6) Trial By Fire•	
(Book 7) Song of the Unicorns•	
(Book 8) All’s Fairy in Love and War•	
(Book 9) Ghost Wolf•	
(Book 10) Heart of Avalon•	
(Book 11) The Dark Mage•	
(Book 12) Full Circle•	

Book 5Book 2 Book 3 Book 4

Book 6 Book 7 Book 8 Book 9

Please visit AVALONMAGIC.COM for book 
excerpts, artwork, and further series info.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Avalon: The Warlock Diaries
Story by Rachel Roberts
Art by Edward Gan & Shiei

The world of Avalon comes to life in an all-new manga series!

The much-loved Avalon: Web of Magic novels by Rachel Roberts 
get their first adaptation into manga for middle grade readers!
Experience a whole new level of fun, adventure, and mage 
magic as Adriane, Emily, Kara, Ozzie, and the entire Avalon gang 
begin a brand new adventure. Featuring a new story written by 
Rachel Roberts, and visually dynamic artwork by Edward Gan    
& Shiei, Avalon: Web of Magic: The Warlock Diaries is in the         
tradition of the W.I.T.C.H. graphic novel. It is sure to appeal to 
female readers aged 8-14. 

Teenage mages Emily, Kara, and Adriane have their hands 
full monitoring the portal at the Ravenswood Preserve. But 
matters become really complicated when a new student, 

a handsome young warlock named Donovan, shows up 
at Stonehill High. When monsters start attacking looking for 
Donovan, the mages realize he may be trouble. But Donovan 
shows them what he has brought: a fairy map that will lead the 
mages right to Avalon, the source of all magic.

Rachel Roberts is the author of Avalon: Web of Magic, 
including Secret of the Unicorn, Cry of the Wolf and All That 
Glitters. The Warlock Diaries is her first manga work. Roberts, who 
lives in Southern California, enjoys meeting her readers.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Young Adult (ages 8-12)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 112 pages
Series Length: 3 Volumes

VOLUMES: 
Avalon: The Warlock Diaries Vol. 1•	
Avalon: The Warlock Diaries Vol. 2•	
Avalon: The Warlock Diaries Vol. 3•	

Volume 2 Volume 3

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Special interlocking covers
form a promotional poster.

Please visit AVALONMAGIC.COM for book 
excerpts, artwork, and further series info.



   SEVEN SEAS

Blade for Barter
Story by Jason DeAngelis
Art by Hai!

Pure, lighthearted fun in the spirit of One Piece 
and Dragonball!

Blade for Barter is the story of Ryusuke Washington, a private              
samurai for hire. He lives in New Edo, a hodgepodge 

city-state where New York City meets ancient Japan, where       
monolithic skyscrapers tower over ramshackle wooden huts, 
and salarymen and samurai walk side-by-side.

Along with his loyal dog Hachiko, our noble hero Ryusuke must 
deal with the likes of the corrupt Samurai Union, the Mafuza (a 
cross between the Italian mafia and the Yakuza); a Ninja Union 
of clumsy ninja; a sinister Zen monk televangelist, and more—not 
to mention the temper-tantrum prone Lord Hoseki, who rules New 
Edo with bejeweled fingers and an iron fist.

“Blade for Barter’s Ryusuke Washington is an amalgam of 
the perfect manga hero.” —Newtype USA

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
Blade for Barter Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/b4b.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Captain Nemo
Story by Jason DeAngelis
Art by Aldin Viray

“Pure, unadulterated, irony-free romance.” —Newtype USA

The year is 1893. Under the iron grip of Napoleon IV, France   
has extended its tyrannical rule throughout the world, forging 

a vast Empire that rivals that of ancient Rome.

Only one man stands in defiance against the Empire, roaming 
at will beneath the surface of the oceans: Young Captain Nemo 
and his ragtag crew aboard the Nautilus II.

“Must Read” —IGN.COM

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
Captain Nemo Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/captainnemo.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Dead Already
Story by Dwayne Alexander Smith
Art by Michael Shelfer

“A fun read!” —NEWTYPE USA 

He killed them once...now it’s their turn.

John Lyon, a wise-cracking, hot shot New York cop has the 
most amount of kills out of anyone on the force. But one day, 

he takes down a monstrous voodoo killer and falls victim to a 
terrible curse: all the people Lyon has killed until now will come 
back for vengeance. Can he convince a sexy psychiatrist that 
he’s not nuts and erase the curse before it’s too late?

“Smith and Shelfer know what manga is, and they know how to 
work energetically within the form without becoming either 
apishly derivative or excessively innovative.” —NEWTYPE USA

Dwayne Alexander Smith is the author of the Speed Racer 
original manga, recently published by Seven Seas. He currently 
lives in Los Angeles, California and has sold several screenplays 
to major movie studios. 

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 2 Volumes, complete

VOLUMES: 
Dead Already Vol. 1•	
Dead Already Vol. 2•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/deadalready.php

Volume 2

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Destiny’s Hand
Story by Nunzio DeFilippis & Christina Weir 
Art by Melvin Calingo

Pirates on the high seas!

Destiny’s Hand: a pirate ship that cannot be sunk captained 
by a dying man who will never give up. The dying Captain 

Blaine’s final wish is to find the Devil’s Eye, a huge legendary gem 
of untold value.

Who does Captain Blaine appoint to lead his loyal fearless crew 
in search of the lost treasure? Olivia Soldana, a brash 16-year-old 
girl who can outfight any man!

“This is a damn good read.” —POPSYNDICATE.COM

“Must read!” —IGN.COM

Nunzio DeFilippis & Christina Weir are the authors of Amazing 
Agent Luna. They are a husband-and-wife writing team who 
have worked in television for such series as HBO’s Arli$$ and  
have worked in the American comic book industry on New 
Mutants and New X-Men. They live in Southern California.

Melvin Calingo is the artist for Destiny’s Hand, his first work
published in the US. He lives in Manilla, the Philippines.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 3 Volumes, complete

VOLUMES: 
Destiny’s Hand Vol. 1•	
Destiny’s Hand Vol. 2•	
Destiny’s Hand Vol. 3•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/destiny.php

Volume 2 Volume 3 SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Free Runners
Story by Bill Strauss
Art by Jennyson Rosero

Freedom is letting go!

Follow the adventures of Steep, an alienated kid in Brooklyn 
who discovers the secret world of Free Running—an extreme 

sport that is not just a sport... it’s a philosophy in motion that 
utilizes the urban landscape in a fantastical acrobatic ballet. Its 
practitioners seek the ultimate freedom as they vault off of walls, 
back flip onto rooftops, and catapult over water towers.

“A fun read with a promise of more action to come.” 
—Newtype USA

“A good action piece.” —CBGXtra.com

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume, self-contained

VOLUMES: 
Free Runners•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/freerunners.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Hollow Fields
Story and art by Madeleine Rosca

“Nobel Prize of Manga” winner and selected by About.com 
as the Best New OEL Manga of 2007!

In 2007, Australian writer/artist Madeleine Rosca and Hollow 
Fields received the first International Manga Award, dubbed the 
“Nobel Prize of manga” and awarded by the Foreign Ministry of 
Japan for the world’s best non-Japanese manga.

Little Lucy Snow was supposed to attend a prestigious 
elementary school; however, a macabre twist of fate finds 

her enrolled instead at Miss Weaver’s Academy for the 
Scientifically Gifted and Ethically Unfettered, also known as 
Hollow Fields. Located on the outskirts of Nullsville and run by the 
insidious Engineers, the grim boarding school dedicates itself to 
raising the next generation of mad scientists and evil geniuses! 

Classes include Live Taxidermy, Cross-Species Body Part 
Transplantation, and Killer Robot Construction. For her own 
survival, Lucy must master her lessons quickly—at the end of 
each week, the student with the lowest grades is sent to the old 
windmill for detention. . .and so far, no child has ever returned.

“This is the best book I’ve read all year.”       —COMICSNOB.COM

“A rich fantasy of fertile imagination that will appeal to fans of 
Harry Potter and Lemony Snicket’s Series of Unfortunate Events.”  
                —ACTIVEANIME.COM

Madeleine Rosca is both writer and artist of Hollow Fields. She is a 
former librarian who lives in Tasmania, Australia.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 3 Volumes, complete

VOLUMES: 
Hollow Fields Vol. 1•	
Hollow Fields Vol. 2•	
Hollow Fields Vol. 3•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/hollow.php

Volume 2 Volume 3 SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

InVisible
Story by Tristan Crane
Art by Rhea Silvan

Seven Seas’s first original English language yaoi manga!

Seventeen year old Kay is not your average NYC high school 
student. From a young age, Kay has worked as a model in 

print, commercials, and on the runway. And now her career has 
recently undergone a dramatic upswing—she’s been booked for 
a runway show and several shoots in Japan. 

On the morning of her departure, Kay awakens to a shocking 
change in herself, which threatens her entire career and forces 
her to reconsider her priorities: she has inexplicably been 
transformed into a boy!

Kay’s boyfriend Adrian, a trained make-up artist, comes to the 
rescue. He convinces Kay that she’s still pretty enough to play 
the part of a girl. With a little make-up and the right outfit, Kay’s 
nearly convinced that the charade might work... but once she 
clears airport security she wonders how she is going to spend a 
whole two weeks in Japan pretending to be the girl she once 
was!

InVisible is a wonderfully drawn original English language manga 
that contains only suggestive yaoi undertones and no overt 
sexuality. It will appeal to both the yaoi and shoujo audience.

Tristan Crane is a writer and photographer currently living in San 
Francisco. His first graphic novel, How Loathsome, with artist Ted 
Naifeh, was released in 2004 to rave reviews.

Rhea Silvan is a manga artist living in Indonesia. She has 
illustrated short stories for Yaoi Press, but InVisible is her first 
full-length work published in the US.
 

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 176 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume, self-contained

VOLUMES: 
InVisible•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/invisible.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

It Takes A Wizard
Story by Thomas R. Hart
Art by Sean Lam

Escape from New York with magic!

No outsider has set foot on the island of Manhattan for the 
past three years, and with good reason. It’s become a place 

of wild, dark magic, where technology and the laws of science 
do not work. The dark kingdom of Manhattan is at war with the 
United States, seeking to spread across the river to the rest of the 
world. Its armies of trolls, goblins, imps, ghouls, and harpies are 
under the command of a dark sorceror: Everett Winterthorn, the 
Midnight King.

Isaac Silverberg is Winterthorn’s former apprentice, plucked from 
Death Row and given a final chance to redeem himself. The US 
Army makes him an offer he can’t refuse: his life, in exchange for 
rescuing the daughter of the governor of New Jersey. She’s been 
kidnapped by Winterthorn’s minions and taken into the depths of 
the Magic Kingdom.

It’s a mission that can only be accomplished by a mage 
powerful enough to face down Winterthorn. Unfortunately for 
Isaac Silverberg, the government believes that he is that man. In 
fact, they are quite sure of it. Isaac himself isn’t so sure...

It Takes A Wizard is a gorgeously illustrated 480 page original 
manga. Unlike other original English language manga series 
which have a long wait in between volumes, this is a sweeping 
fantasy epic told in one jumbo-size self-contained volume. 

Thomas R. Hart is a professional writer who lives in Germany. It 
Takes A Wizard is his first work published in the US.

Sean Lam is a wonderfully talented manga artist who lives in 
Singapore. His art style is influenced by such Japanese manga as 
Berserk, Bleach, and Naruto.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 150 pages
Series Length: 3 Volume, complete

VOLUMES: 
It Takes A Wizard Vol. 1•	
It Takes A Wizard Vol. 2•	
It Takes A Wizard Vol. 3•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/ittakesawizard.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Last Hope
Story by Michael Dignan
Art by Kriss Sison

“Last Hope is a solid teen version of Sliders” 
—AIN’T IT COOL NEWS

Handsome and mysterious transfer student Hiroto Nakadai 
arrives at Maunaloa Academy, but he holds a secret far 

deeper than anyone can guess. Hiroto is actually a prince from 
another world, on the run from the evil Lord Kumagai and his 
dimension-hopping foot soldiers. Together with his newfound 
friends, Hiroto must journey through space and time, into the 
realms of the imagination, and beyond death itself in order to 
escape.

But first he’ll have to make it out of high school alive.

“The artistic execution is among the best I’ve seen in   
Western Manga.” —Newtype USA

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 2 Volumes

VOLUMES: 
Last Hope Vol. 1•	
Last Hope Vol. 2•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/lh.php

Volume 2
SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Moonlight Meow
Story by Bambi Eloriaga
Art by Roland Amago

Curry shop owner Gabriel Solo enjoys dating and romance, 
but has no intention of falling in love. Especially since he’s 

living under a curse placed on him by an Indian feline goddess.  
Every night, after sunset, Gabriel turns into a black cat!

Turning into a cat has ruined Gabriel’s love life—how can he 
go out if he becomes short and furry once the sun goes down?  
And, unluckily for Gabriel, he’s not the only shape-shifter in town!

  “Moonlight Meow’s high energy and fast paced entertainment 
make for a fast and enjoyable read.” —ACTIVEANIME.COM

Bambi Eloriaga previously worked as an editor of a monthly 
manga magazine called Questor. Moonlight Meow is her first 
original manga work.

Roland Amago got a job as an artist at Questor magazine where 
he met his future wife, Bambi Eloriaga. Moonlight Meow is 
Roland’s first published work in the United States.

Eloriaga and Amago live in Manila, the Philippines.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
Moonlight Meow Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/mmeow.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Mr. Grieves
Story by Cooper Johnson 
Art by Jhomar Soriano

The job of hell’s cleaner just got a whole lot dirtier...

He was the best cleaner the mob ever had, covering up  
crime scenes for his bosses and planting false evidence        

as if it were an art form. Then he died...and got drafted into       
an underworld organization far more sinister: Hell.
 
As Hell’s cleaner, Grieves’ job is to clean up after unauthorized 
demon attacks on the mortal plane and to hide all evidence 
of the supernatural from humankind. Through a combination 
of clever misdirection and a grisly attention to detail, Grieves 
faithfully serves his masters in Hell, whether he’s concealing a 
random act of demon rage, or mopping up a bloody vampire 
attack. The rules are simple: no evidence, no witnesses, and 
Grieves performs his job like a loyal drone, bereft of emotion.
 
But when a mortal teen girl named Angela witnesses a murder 
scene that Grieves must clean, his task is clear. Hide the 
evidence, kill the girl. Yet Angela awakens something in 
Grieves he thought lost forever: his soul. Grieves must decide 
whether to follow orders and whack the girl, or protect her 
and go on the run, with the legions of Hell at their heels.

“A satisfying read... consider this another home-grown  
success for Seven Seas.” —NEWTYPE USA

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
Mr. Grieves Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/mrgrieves.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

No Man’s Land
Story by Jason DeAngelis
Art by Jennyson Rosero

The Good, The Bad, and The Demonic!

John Parker had it all. A decorated sharpshooter in the Civil 
War, he had a promising career ahead of him, a beautiful 

wife, and a newborn son. But after becoming embroiled in a 
dark and demonic conspiracy engineered by the Bakerton 
Detective Agency, he lost everything.

Fleeing to the West, a broken man, Parker reinvents himself as 
“No Man,” a heartless gun-for-hire whose only solace comes 
from hunting and killing the demons who he helped set loose. 
With Buntline Special in hand, a deadly revolver with a sixteen 
inch barrel, he blasts his way through a different kind of Old  
West, where strange and evil beings lurk.

“No Man’s Land certainly deserves a place at the table 
where all great comic series go to eat.” —AIN’T IT COOL 
NEWS

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 2 Volumes

VOLUMES: 
No Man’s Land Vol. 1•	
No Man’s Land Vol. 2•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/nml.php

Volume 2

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

The Outcast
Story by Vaun Wilmott
Art by Edward Gan

Some Sins Can Never Be Forgiven...

There are fallen angels who live among us, who torment and 
tempt every person they encounter, looking for a weakness   

to exploit. Their sole purpose is to destroy lives wherever they   
can and Riley—a vulnerable girl with a tragic past—seems to    
be the perfect target. Or is she...?

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (13+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
The Outcast Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/outcast.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Ravenskull
Story by Christopher Vogler
Art by Elmer Damaso

Beware the Raven!

A hell-cursed Templar on an epic quest, Brian De Bois Guilbert, 
villain in Sir Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe, returns as the doomed 

hero in this thrilling sequel to the classic work. After a brutal death 
at the hands of Sir Ivanhoe, Brian is reborn as Ravenskull, undead 
walker of the Shadow World, cursed by an impossible love. To 
save himself and the woman he loves, he must embark on a 
perilous journey to the East, facing all manners of monsters, black 
magic and evil assassins!

Christopher Vogler is best known for his book The Writer’s Journey: 
Mythic Structure For Writers—a twelve-stage guide to the mythic 
essence of stories, based on the work of Joseph Campbell and 
the Swiss psychologist C. G. Jung—that has become essential 
reading for aspiring writers and filmmakers. Chris has also acted 
as a “story analyst” for several major Hollywood movie studios 
including Disney, DreamWorks, and Paramount Pictures, 
influencing films as different as The Lion King, The Thin Red Line, 
and Fight Club. Chris lives in Marina del Rey, California.

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (13+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
Ravenskull Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/ravenskull.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Ten Beautiful Assassins
Story by Thomas Hart
Art by Elmer Damaso

James Bond meets The 40 Year Old Virgin

His name is Bernard Black, also known as the Black Rose, and 
he’s one of the best cat burglars in the world. His one 

weakness? Women. Bernie may be the best there is at what he 
does, but he’s also a virgin, and whenever he gets near a 
beautiful woman, he turns into a bumbling fool.

Bernie has stolen a priceless necklace from billionaire John 
Maiden during the Cannes Film Festival, only to have it swiped 
right from under him by his rival and secret love interest, the 
cunning Lily Frost. 

In turn, John Maiden contracts out to an elite female service 
known as M.A.D.A.M. (Mistresses of Assassination, Destruction, 
and Mayhem). Their mission: retrieve the necklace at all costs 
and  bring back Bernie’s head on a silver platter. To accomplish 
this, M.A.D.A.M dispatches their ten deadliest and most beautiful 
assassins, on a hilarious and action-packed romp through 
Europe.

If things go his way, Bernie might just get lucky…unless somebody 
kills him first.

Ten Beautiful Assassins is a wonderfully illustrated 288-page 
original manga graphic novel, by the artist of Seven Seas’ Speed 
Racer manga.

Thomas Hart is the author of It Takes A Wizard, also published by 
Seven Seas. He lives in Düsseldorf, Germany. 

Elmer Damaso is the artist of Unearthly and Speed Racer, both 
previously published by Seven Seas. He lives in the Philippines. 
 

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Older Teen (16+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 288 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
10 Beautiful Assassins•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/tenbeautifulassassins.php

SAMPLE ART: 



   SEVEN SEAS

Unearthly
Story by Ted Naifeh 
Art by Elmer Damaso

From the Eisner-nominated creator of Courtney Crumrin 
comes a tale of star-crossed lovers and interstellar bad 
boys!

Ann was once shy and withdrawn until her crush on pretty boy 
Jem makes her take notice of the world around her. But her 

blossoming love life hits a snag when Jem attracts the attentions 
of Rae, the most beautiful girl in school.

Sure, it might seem like your average high school love triangle... 
until an identity-snatching alien from outer space jumps into the 
fray and things go helter-skelter!

SERIES INFO:
Age Rating: Teen (12+)
Format:  Manga, B&W
Trim Size: 5” x 7.5”
Page Count: 192 pages
Series Length: 1 Volume

VOLUMES: 
Unearthly Vol. 1•	

For a preview of this series, please visit: 
gomanga.com/manga/unearthly.php

SAMPLE ART: 
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